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NLP Success Secrets Revealed: Simple and Effective Neuro-Linguistic Programming Tricks and

Tips that Anyone Can Master Fast (NLP)Your Personalized Guide to Revolutionize All Areas of

Your LifeHave you ever wondered:â€¢How can I forget about the past and focus on the

NOW?â€¢How can I forgive myself, forgive others and have a balanced life?â€¢How can I fight back

against negative habits and patterns in my life?â€¢How can I maintain unlimited motivation to take

massive action in ALL AREAS OF MY LIFE?Keep reading. The answer is very simple - all you need

to do is master a few simple tricks that will help you change your mindset, eliminate negative beliefs

and fill your life with passionThis Guide Will Help Youâ€¢Create a broad internal excitement to

continue to live and to find the life youâ€™ve always wantedÂ â€¢Understand that you can have the

life of your dreamsÂ â€¢Fight back against your limitationsâ€¢Work on your beliefs to create a new,

stronger version of yourselfYou will be given a step-by-step action plan to:â€¢Feel more

motivatedâ€¢Change your relationship with food and fitness in order to achieve vibrant health,

weight loss and transform your body like you have always wantedâ€¢Eradicate negative beliefs

about money and finally create a lifestyle full of wealth and abundanceâ€¢Accept your own failures

and transform them into your biggest assets to learn from themâ€¢Wake up every day feeling

passion and zest for lifeâ€¢Create incredible and nourishing relationships that attract people and

circumstances that support you and your visionâ€¢Learn how to communicate effectively and jump

start your personal and professional successMASTERING A FEW SIMPLE NLP SKILLS is not

something reserved only for certified NLP practitioners. Everyone can learn it, apply it and benefit

from it.Your decision to get started on NLP is the best self-investment decision you could possibly

make and it will work for you for years to come.Â BE IN CHARGE of your mind and bodyDownload

today and begin creating your best self and reaching your full potential!
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This is a great guide on NLP and how to use it in many areas of your life. It goes into detail on what

NLP is and how it can benefit you. James shows you that by even just changing the words you use,

will shift your focus on how you look at tasks. I really liked the section matching and mirroring and

using this technique to build better rapport. I also think that in doing this it will produce better

conversations and relationships, as the person you're talking to will gain your trust and be open to

what you're saying. Great read!

I have been using these NLP techniques and for me the results were noticed very quickly. The

author of this book does a great job getting to the point and empowering the reader with skills that

not only work but exceeded my expectations. Whatever you want to accomplish in life this is a great

book to have in your life skill toolbox. Highly recommended

I like what I am reading so far. Might make this review 5 stars when I get further into the book.

Not helpful

Im pretty familiar with NLP so alot of the things discussed Ive already learned about. I feel like

overall it was a good intro book to NLP. I really liked that it introduced things like the importance of

setting SMART goals. I feel like the book has a lot of areas that could be expanded on, such as

anchoring or more examples of how it can be applied.

This is the all time book to reprogram oneself from negative talk to being positive. It'd amazing how

much negative self talk is done daily. This book makes me aware of the negative self talks and most

importantly how I should correct them. A must read even if you think you have a positive attitude,

because you may be surprise you have a tad more negativity than desired.

This is a good way to improve your communication skills to apply to your team. Enjoy the book and

looking forward to reading other books.



Being alone I seldom thought that do I always be like this, and think some negative thoughts. A

must read even if you think you have a positive attitude, because you may be surprise you have a

tad more negativity than desired.
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